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the playbook

the direct diplomacy Campaign playbook that lies 

in front of you is the action oriented product derived 

from a 4 month, 11 case-study research project. this 

playbook is intended to inform and equip campaign 

organisers and participants to create and maximise ef-

fective change in their social campaigns. by showcas-

ing the successful tools and techniques we gleaned 

from over 30 interviews with organisers and activists, 

our aim is provide practical and implementable ac-

tions for success. While not a step-by-step instruction 

manual, this playbook should be used as a reference 

throughout the creation and implementation of any 

type of campaign as “best practices” for key moments 

in the life of a citizen-led campaign.

digital Campaign tactics

social media has provided amazing new avenues by 
which to create change and enable greater social mo-
bility. history provides countless examples of protests, 
sit-ins, petitions signings, boycotts and other forms of 
action that accompany social campaigns. digital tools 
now enable information to spread faster, reach more 
people, organise larger events, and create online plat-
forms for change. by creating these networks and 

using these tools, techno-sociologist zeynep tufekci 
says, “it’s what technology allows us to do converging 
with what we want to do.”

throughout our research, a tension between cam-
paigns that have great initial impact and create lasting 
change emerged. many campaigns are able to draw 
huge crowds that garner a lot of international and me-
dia attention, yet fail to exist outside of a single event 
or transform into meaningful change. this playbook 
aims to give direction and outline important consid-
erations for campaigns that want to both create great 
impact and also achieve longevity. 

the rights between citizen and state in their ability 
to assemble and disassemble protests respectively is 
a complicated subject, with ultimate power ceded to 
countries themselves if, for example, “public order” is 
threatened. implementing the recommendations in 
this playbook will differ drastically by context, but the 
suggestions and examples provided below help to 
mitigate some potential risks, while simultaneously in-
creasing overall effectiveness.

 “everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes freedom to hold opin-
ions without interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any media and 

regardless of frontiers. everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.”
      

      -Universal declaration of human rights, articles 19-20
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tactics to maximize 
impact
taCtiC 1: define yoUr goaLs strategiCaLLy 
goal selection is an absolutely critical aspect of a social campaign and using a mix of short and long-term goals aids your  ability to create both 
impact and achieve longevity. 

taCtiC 2: appeaL to emotions 
Creating and appealing to emotional connections can make your supporters more invested and dedicated to the goals and objectives of 
your campaign. While some appeals to emotions are unplanned and occur organically,  emotions can be deliberately triggered through 
creating a specific hashtag or slogan. 

short-term goals: 
•	 “organise a march before Un Climate summit in new york”

•	 “stop sopa/pipa legislation from becoming law”

Long-term goals: 
•	 “bring international attention and end acquiesence to climate change” 

•	 “expose police and political corruption in order to diminish and deter its prevelance”

anger

share photos, videos, and accounts of 
human rights abuses

humour

Use jokes, sarcasm, art, and culture to 
lower the cost of participation and diffuse 

stress

empowerment

make citizens feel that they have a real 
opportunity to bring about change

short- term goals

Long-term goal
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taCtiC 3: assess LikeLy partiCipation
assessing likely participation is valuable as campaign organizers are better able to efficiently allocate scarce resources and realize when and 

where important decisions and events are best suited. 

taCtiC 4: take direCt aCtion
the digital revolution has provided campaigns greater opportunity to organize and take more targeted direct action. 

Conduct polls & surveys
•	 gauge interest in a specific event or action 
•	 Use online platforms such as facebook, twitter, and  
 survey monkey

name and shame stakeholders on 
central wesbite

a tool used in the  i paid a bribe campaign

 Use Click-to-Call technology to 
connect supporters with 

adversary

a tool used in the sopa/pipa campaign

allow people to vote virtually on  
group decisions and proposed 

legislation

Used in 15m with tweetometro

monitor online behaviour and 
sentiments 
•	 Understand the behaviour and habits of participants  
 in order to allocate resources effectively 

•	 tools such as  facebook analytics and twitter analyt 
 ics will help you identify your most influential and ef 
 fective posts

•	 meltwater and google analytics and Content experi 

 ments, will help you monitor how many people come  
 to your website and what they are looking at
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tactics to maximize 
Longevity 
taCtiC 5: be prepared to sCaLe
develop appropriate structures to support large-scale growth in participation online.

taCtiC 6: ControL yoUr message
ensure you have the ability to control your message so it does not get lost or saturated. maintaining control of your message is a vital aspect 
of ensuring the longevity and success of your campaign’s initial purpose and goals.

have a central hub of information that unites multiple facets of a 
campaign
•	 Create a central website through Wordpress, Weebly, yola, Webstarts or Jimdo to name a few

prepare for sharp rises in internet traffic
•	 as you gain more support, your central website will experience a sharp rise in traffic

•	 even hosts such as Wordpress have processor and network limitations that you should be aware of 

•	 have a “lite” or less data-heavy version of websites that will allow more connections

access funding, when necessary 
•	 have potential funding for staff and other costs that you might accrue such as supplies

•	 Can be done through member donations or crowdsourcing funds

•	 you can crowdsource through websites such as go fund me, kickstarter, and indiegogo

social media aggregators, such as tint 

and google moderator, can help you 

monitor and engage with the online 

conversation

you can maximize positive public ex-

posure  by proactively engaging tra-

ditional media to raise awareness and 

improve public sentiment

hosting online discussions will help 

you widely disseminate your perspec-

tive and interests on important issues, 

and thus, control your message

engage with 
traditional media

host Webinars and 
post videos

Use a social media 
aggregator

<?xml version=”1.0” encoding=”Utf-8” 

standalone=”no”?>

<!-- Created with inkscape (http://www.ink-
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taCtiC 7: distribUte Leadership 
develop a shared ownership structure to distribute actions and responsibilities to sustain participation and support. 

i) foster a spirit amongst participants to galvanize 
and enable them to assume leadership positions 
•	 Use inclusive and empowering language, such as “to change everything we need   

 everyone “ 

•	 incorporate avenues for engagement and direct participation

ii) Use interactive platforms that allow for issues to 
be seen, discussed, and acted upon
•	 this interactive platform can be hosted on your central website or social media page in  

 order to faciliate direct action

•	 for example, 15m utilised the platform for people affected by mortgages which distrib 

 uted the addresses of people facing  eviction and inspired participants to take an action

iii) encourage multiple public leadership roles that 
inspire innovative and creative approaches 
•	 Capitalise on various areas of expertise and perspectives that multiple leaders can bring  

 to the table

•	 one way to inspire collaboration is to rotate moderators or administrators to ensure that  

 all perspectives and ideas are weighted equally 

other digitaL tooLs to Consider: 

google moderator

a tool that uses crowdsourc-
ing to rank user-submitted 
questions, suggestions and 

ideas

thunderclap

a “crowdspeaking” platform 
that amplifies messages by 
allowing large groups of peo-
ple to share a single message 

together at the same time.

speak-to-tweet

 a service that allows users to 
leave a “tweet” on twitter by 
calling a designated interna-
tional telephone number and 

leaving a voice message

see the final report for a list of digital tools used in various cases.
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surveillance and censorship of the internet is common in many 
campaigns and can occur in both authoritative and democratic 

societies.

•	 be aware what you share and say online . 

•	 be sure to research the state of internet freedom in the country in which the  
 campaign operates.

•	 psiphon is an excellent virtual private network to access the uncensored internet.  
 however, if complete online anonymity is desired, then tor is the best tool  
 for the job.

digital risks
rapidly advancing infiltration and surveillance technology has heightened the risk of  governments and private actors infiltration of the 

computers and mobile devices of protesters significantly.

surveillance 
& 

Censorship

phishing  attacks
phishing attacks use malware (viruses) to target any type of 

computer or smartphone operating systems typically through 
email or text messaging services, and provides the attacker access 
to essentially all aspects of a mobile device or personal computer.

•	 as these attacks need end-user acceptance, threats from malware can be easily  
 mitigated, such as campaigns agreeing to only one form of information sharing  
 and informing participants when messages are sent around.

•	 educate participants on identifying obvious signs of phishing like grammatical  
 errors, misspelled words, or improper punctuation. 

•	 Consider using secure messaging apps such as telegram that cannot be inter- 
 cepted or stored on servers.  

ddos attacks  distributed denial of service attacks, or ddos, were identified in 
two of our campaigns that temporary shut-down internet access 

to crucial campaign technologies and websites. 

•	 this threat is much harder to mitigate against, unless campaigns have access to  
 a large amount of technical resources that can be quickly allocated.

•	 hosting alternate websites or other forms of communication to use in the case  
 of an attack is another proactive measure to take
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